Cabot Science Library

Part of the Harvard Library ecosystem
Widener Library
Cabot Library Basics – Opened April 2017

- Science Center Building
- Café and Courtyard
- Discovery Bar and Ramp Projector
- Puzzle Tables
- Three floors of vibrant study space and furniture
- Two Video Studios
- Active Learning Instruction Room
Cabot’s lower level supports new media, group study, course reserves and collections.

http://library.harvard.edu/cab
Cabot’s first floor has the Discovery Bar and connects with the café and courtyard

http://library.harvard.edu/cab
Cabot Reflections

• EMS RoomBook adopted almost instantly by students
• Individual Chat Rooms heavily used
  • Can be seen but not heard!
• Discovery Bar and Puzzle Tables area popular
  • Burrito Brain Breaks
  • Dance Party
  • Brittle Books exhibit
• http://flickr.com/cabotlib
Questions?

Anu Vedantham
vedantham@harvard.edu